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Ideal for both practitioners and students, Equine Infectious Diseases, 2nd Edition covers the

diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of infectious disease in horses. Organized by infectious agent

Ã¢â‚¬â€¢ viral, bacterial and rickettsial, protozoal, and fungal Ã¢â‚¬â€¢ it includes complete

coverage of the individual diseases caused by each type of agent. A section on clinical problems

offers effective treatment for conditions such as ocular infections, CNS infections, and skin

infections. Preventing and controlling infectious disease outbreaks is addressed with information on

epidemiology, biosecurity, antimicrobial therapy, and recognizing foreign equine diseases.Public

health considerations presented in nearly every chapter discuss zoonotic disease potential and

precautions, as well as other public health concerns.Appendix of infectious disease rule-outs for

medical problems shows which symptoms may indicate specific infectious diseases with

cross-references to the chapters in which they are discussed.Antimicrobial drug formulary appendix

provides information on adjusting dosages on the basis of clinical and toxicologic data.Appendix for

vaccination guidelines for horses in North America helps horse traders understand the necessary

steps to avoid hefty fines and even license suspensions for non-compliance.The most up-to-date

immunization recommendations for horses in North America, organized by foals/weanlings,

yearlings, performance horses, pleasure horses, and broodmares.Easy access to references on

PubMed links you to the original abstracts, with content updates to keep you aware of new

infectious diseases and their impact on people and animals, as well as stunning downloadable

images.Full-color photos and illustrations provide clear, accurate representations of clinical

appearances of infectious diseases.NEW! The most up-to-date coverage of equine piroplasmosis

reflects what experts have learned as more outbreaks of this tick-borne disease have occurred in

the US.NEW! Content on EHV-1 keeps you current on the diagnosis and treatment of this potentially

serious disease in horses.NEW! Information on how global climate changes are creating more

diseases in horses keeps you alert to the possibilities of new and emerging diseases

worldwide.NEW! Expanded coverage of biosecurity on farms and in veterinary practices helps you

develop an effective biosecurity program and emphasizes how to isolate or eliminate the source of

infectious agents.NEW! Additional clinical algorithms offer detailed prevention strategies in addition

to diagnostic and therapeutic guidelines.NEW! New appendix of product and diagnostic test kit

manufacturers on the companion website, gives you access to the most current products and

advances available in equine medicine.
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"Equine Infectious Diseases is a complete up-to-date review essential for both the general equine

practitioner and the specialist, covering both common and rare infectious diseases of the horse, with

an international collection of contributors from USA, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Denmark,

Australia and South Africa.While this book is a complete and detailed review of infectious diseases

in horses, with the latest information on diagnosis, treatment and control of infectious diseases, it is

also easy to read, the information is clinically relevant for the practitioner and information is easily

accessed. This book is highly recommended for all veterinarians involved in equine

practice."Cynthia Donnellan VBSc (hons) Mmedvet, April 2008EQUINE INFECTIOUS

DISEASESAuthors: D C Sellon and M LongPublisher: SaundersThis is an extremely

comprehensive and detailed reference book on infectious diseases of horses with contributions from

many world renowned experts in their various fields. It covers both organ system infections and

discussion of specific viral, bacterial, rickettsial, fungal and parasitic diseases and has a final section

on the prevention and control of infectious diseases. Recognition, treatment and control of infectious

diseases remains the cornerstone of clinical equine practice, never more so now climate change is

leading to the spread of disease vectors and bringing diseases previously considered exotic to more

temperate regions of the world.Inevitably, the book has a North American bias, as the editors are

based at North American Universities and the majority of the contributors are based in North

America. Nevertheless, this does not detract from its value as a reference book. The chapters are

extremely well illustrated and include a wide variety of illustrations of clinical cases, pathological



specimens and histological slides. There is extensive discussion of the laboratory diagnosis of each

disease with detailed information on the biochemical characterisation of each organism. Detailed

references are included on an easy to use CD-ROM.Unfortunately, given the rapidly changing

nature of infectious diseases, some subjects are already out of date. For example, no mention is

made of the recent Irish outbreak of Equine Infectious Anaemia and the unusual epidemiological

features of this outbreak.This is an extremely comprehensive, well illustrated summary of equine

infectious disease and I can thoroughly recommend it to all those who wish to obtain detailed

summaries of the major equine diseases. The section on Prevention and Control of infectious

diseases is particularly useful in illustrating the approach to diagnosis and control of infectious

diseases, with detailed discussion of epidemiology, biosecurity and antimicrobial therapy.With the

ever increasing international travel of horses and climate changes it has never been more important

for equine veterinary surgeons to be alert to the possibilities of new and emerging diseases in the

U.K. This book will provide an essential reference for all those wishing to be informed on both

familiar and less familiar infectious diseases of horses.Reviewed by David Dugdale at Greenwood

Ellis and Partners for EVJ

On time. An excellent book.
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